Pharmacolinetics of fluorocarbon 11 and 12 in dogs and humans.
Blood levels and exhalation bag contents of FC-11 and FC-12 from dogs and humans were used to elucidate the pharmacokinetic model describing the time-course of these agents. The derived pharmacokinetic parameters were in good agreement with the physicochemical properties of these substances. The model was used to estimate the percentage of dose absorbed, which averaged 77 per cent for FC-11 and 55 per cent for FC-12, and to predict the level of FC-11 and FC-12 under a variety of conditions simulating both short- and long-term exposure to the maximum allowable concentrations of these agents. With similar doses, an 8-hour continuous exposure was estimated to produce levels of FC-11 and FC-12 that are much lower than the corresponding levels reported to induce cardiac sensitization in dogs.